
So you just bought a “restored” Bultaco off eBay or other venue
...and it will not start

***IF nothing will move in the engine – kick/gear/clutch DO NOT START or ATTEMPT TO START!!!***

Step 1: Drain the gas tank. Remove the carb and drain the bowl out. Reassemble carb.

Step 2: Take 1 US gal of unleaded gas and mix non-detergent/non-synthetic oil of 30W or 40W at a ratio of
20:1. 

Note: If you are already run straight gas or a synthetic two-stroke mix through, you may have destroyed the
engine. Now the engine may need a complete rebuild with parts starting around $2000+. Sorry, we are not

responsible or liable if you did this.

Step 3: Check for oil and what color/feel/smell it is in the clutch & crank proper. 
If no oil. DO NOT START. 
If mixed colors. DO NOT START.
If particulates come out. DO NOT START.
If red color (ATF). DO NOT START. See above note.

Step 4: Take non-detergent/non-synthetic oil of 30W or 40W and spray down the spark plug hole to 
lubricate the piston, piston rings, crankshaft small bearing (piston bearing) and the liner. DO NOT START or 
touch the kickstart until this is accomplished. If you spray enough to get down to the crank proper give 
yourself a pat on the back.

Note: There is the tiniest chance out there in left field that these components were lubricated during the rebuild.
Maybe. In somebodies dream. This is in the top 10 for destroyed “rebuilt” engines in the last 20+ years!!!

Note: If you tried to turn the motor over WITHOUT lubricating you may have destroyed the engine. And if you
got running for a bit, you may have. Sorry. Now the engine will need a complete rebuild with parts starting

around $5000+. Sorry, we are not responsible or liable if you did this.

Step 5: Check for spark at the plug by rotating the kickstarter by hand. 
No Spark (1) Check wires for security, inspect for feel (hard, flaking, bad connections, rust, etc). Try again. 
No Spark (2) Remove kill button wire from kill button – try again. 
No Spark (3) Engine and/or Ignition Rebuild time.

Step 6: Does the carb work with the correct fluids in step 2? Yes/No. No= carb rebuild time

Step 7: No start/No spark=Engine Rebuild & Repair Time. Plan at least $4000+ to repair 
correctly. 
Sorry – this is just what the so called Bultaco engine builders do and we have seen it going back 25 yrs. We 
repair correctly and have had the craziest, nasty, hateful sh*t spread about us because of it. We don't name 
names because of our legal system.

914Central, LLC | BultacoOK 2021. Updated prices for 2022.
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